1. Test Your Smoke Alarm Monthly!
   Place smoke alarms on every level of your home, in bedrooms, and outside any other sleeping areas. Test your alarms as a family so every family member is familiar with the sound.

2. Plan Two Ways Out of Every Room
   Can you open windows easily? Can you reach the ground or do you need an escape ladder?

3. Smoke Kills, So Crawl Low & Go!
   Deadly smoke rises, so good air is usually 12 to 24 inches from the floor, therefore, it’s important to stay low as you crawl out of the house.

4. Plan to Call 9-1-1 from a Neighbor’s House!
   Plan to call 9-1-1 from a neighbor’s house. Make sure your children know the neighbor and feel comfortable going to them in the case of an emergency.

5. Identify an Outside Meeting Place
   Identify a fixed object outside your home (mailbox, tree, neighbor’s driveway, etc.) as a meeting place where all family members agree to wait once they have escaped.

And Finally....
ONCE OUT - STAY OUT!
Do not go back into the house for anything or anyone!

For additional safety information visit www.tvfr.com
Use the grid below to sketch the floor plan of your home.

When developing your home fire escape plan

REMEMBER to...

✓ Draw two ways out of every room
✓ Designate an outside meeting place

Our designated outside meeting place is: ________________________________

Correct behavior is learned so...PRACTICE! PRACTICE! PRACTICE!

Smoke Alarm Testing Schedule

☐ Jan    ☐ Feb    ☐ Mar    ☐ Apr    ☐ May    ☐ June
☐ July   ☐ Aug    ☐ Sept   ☐ Oct    ☐ Nov    ☐ Dec